ABSTRACT

The exponentially increasing number of internet of things (IoT) devices and the data generated by these devices introduces the spectrum crisis at the already crowded ISM 2.4 GHz band. To address this issue and enable more flexible and concurrent communications among IoT devices, we propose B²W², a novel communication framework that enables N-way concurrent communication among WiFi and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices. Specifically, we demonstrate that it is possible to enable the BLE to WiFi cross-technology communication while supporting the concurrent BLE to BLE and WiFi to WiFi communications. We conducted extensive experiments under different real-world settings and results show that its throughput is more than 85X times higher than the most recently reported cross-technology communication system [22], which only supports one-way communication (i.e., broadcasting) at any specific time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the research by Gartner, the number of internet of things (IoT) devices will grow exponentially to reach 26 billion by 2020 [1]. A lot of IoT devices use WiFi or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) that work at the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz band. However, WiFi and BLE protocols are not compatible with each other at the physical layer. Therefore, a gateway (i.e., a bridge equipped with multiple radios) is normally used to connect these IoT devices. However, the gateway-based approach has two major issues: i) the additional cost to purchase the gateway hardware and ii) traffic overhead from a BLE device to a gateway, and then from the gateway to a WiFi device (shown in Figure 1(a)). When the number of IoT devices exponentially increases, the huge amount of data traffic generated by these IoT devices and the extra traffic introduced by gateways will significantly affect the wireless spectrum usage rate and eventually lead to spectrum crisis.

To address the above issue and enable more flexible and concurrent communication among IoT devices, we propose a new communication framework called B²W², which can enable concurrent communications among IoT devices equipped with WiFi or BLE. The basic idea of B²W² is to leverage the features of the overlapped narrower-band BLE channel and wider-band WiFi channel for embedding the message from a BLE into its overlapped WiFi sub-carriers. Figure 1(b) shows a simplified communication model of B²W², which contains 3-way concurrent communications: i) WiFi to WiFi (W2W); ii) BLE to WiFi (B2W); and iii) BLE to BLE (B2B). By doing this, B²W² eliminates additional hardware (i.e., gateways) and reduces extra traffic. Specifically, our major contributions are as follows:

• We have designed the first N-way concurrent cross-technology communication framework (B²W²) that enables BLE to WiFi communication while concurrently support the original WiFi to WiFi and BLE to BLE communications among multiple WiFi and BLE devices. Other state-of-the-art cross-technology communication methods can only support one-way communication at any specific time. For example, FreeBee [22] cannot conduct BLE to WiFi communication when there exists ongoing WiFi data traffic between two

Figure 1: Gateway-based model vs. B²W² model
2. CHALLENGES AND DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this section, we first discuss the design challenges and then introduce the overview of our design that overcomes these challenges.

2.1 Design Challenges

As described in the introduction section, N-way concurrent communication enables fascinating user experiences with multiple concurrent applications. However, in order to achieve N-way concurrent communication, we need to address the following key design challenges:

C1. How to send the message from BLE to WiFi with the concurrent transmissions of BLE to BLE and WiFi to WiFi? Since BLE and WiFi have totally different physical layer and bandwidth (i.e., 2 MHz for BLE and 20 MHz for WiFi), WiFi devices cannot directly demodulate the BLE packets. Moreover, when two BLE devices communicate with each other, they have to follow the rules of FCC [2]: i) conducting frequency hopping over different channels with equal probability; ii) the hopping sequence will not repeat within 24 hours [2]; and iii) the period of BLE’s transmission is fixed to be 625μs [2]. Therefore, it is very challenging to conduct concurrent transmissions of i) BLE to WiFi; ii) BLE to BLE; and iii) WiFi to WiFi. To address this challenge, we propose a novel modulation scheme (detailed in Section 3.1).

C2. How to accurately demodulate the message from BLE to WiFi under noisy environment? In order to demodulate the message from BLE to WiFi, we utilize the channel state information (CSI) values from the commercially available WiFi cards (e.g., Intel 5300 [15]). CSI is originally designed to capture the changes of the channel status. In our design, BLE devices communicate with WiFi devices by changing the CSI values detected by WiFi devices. However, CSI values can also be affected by the environment. The frequency hopping of BLE devices also introduces another issue because BLE devices’ frequency may not always overlap with the WiFi device over time. In order to extract the BLE message under dynamically changing environment without modifying the hopping sequence of BLE devices, we need to carefully design the demodulation scheme at the WiFi side (detailed in Section 3.2).

C3. How to enable N-way concurrent communication among WiFi and BLE devices? As shown in Figure 1(b), our 3-way concurrent communication enables concurrent communication among 4 devices. With the exponentially increasing number of IoT devices, there is a pressing need of N-way concurrent communication among as many number of IoT devices as possible, which introduces the scalability issue. To address this issue, we introduce the novel design of N-way concurrent communication in Section 4.

2.2 Design Overview

In this section, we briefly describe our 3-way concurrent communication framework (shown in Figure 2), which is the basic design in our N-way concurrent communication framework. It can be extended to support N-way concurrent communication (detailed in Section 4). Our 3-way concurrent communication framework enables four IoT devices concurrently transmit the following three different pieces of message:

- \( M_{B2B} \): the message from a BLE sender to a BLE receiver.
- \( M_{W2W} \): the message from a WiFi sender to a WiFi receiver.
- \( M_{B2W} \): the message from a BLE sender to a WiFi receiver.

Built on top of existing BLE and WiFi physical layers for handling the new type of message \( M_{B2W} \), our 3-way concurrent communication framework contains two parts: i) modulation on the BLE device side, and ii) CSI extractor and demodulation on the WiFi device side.

On the BLE side, the modulation contains two components: the discrete amplitude and frequency-shift keying (DAFSK) converter (Section 3.1.2) and the symbol mapper (Section 3.1.3). By using the DAFSK converter, the \( M_{B2W} \) message from the upper layer of the BLE device will first be converted to a sequence of symbols. The value of these symbols indicate the transmission power levels of BLE radio. Then, the symbol mapper will map these symbols to a specific channel that the \( M_{B2W} \) message will be sent out. By doing this, we modulate the \( M_{B2W} \) message on top of the original \( M_{B2B} \) messages without affecting the hopping sequence between BLE device pairs.

On the WiFi receiver side, it contains CSI extractor (Section 3.2.1) and demodulator (Section 3.2.2). The CSI...
extractor extracts the embedded $M_{B2W}$ message (in the symbol format) from the received WiFi packet by using the frequency domain correlation among adjacent CSI values. Based on the extracted symbols, the demodulator can reconstruct the embedded $M_{B2W}$ message. Since we embed the $M_{B2W}$ message in the CSI values of the WiFi packet, the regular WiFi packet $M_{W2W}$ can also be decoded by the WiFi receiver.

The components in these two parts ensure the delivery of new BLE to WiFi message concurrently together with the original BLE to BLE and WiFi to WiFi communications.

3. 3-WAY CONCURRENT COMMUNICATION DESIGN

In this section, we introduce how to embed the $M_{B2W}$ message into regular WiFi packets. We first introduce the design challenges and motivation, and then provide our detailed design.

3.1 Modulation @ BLE

In this section, we introduce how to embed a $M_{B2W}$ message into regular WiFi packets. We first introduce the design challenges and motivation, and then provide our detailed design.

3.1.1 Design Challenges and Motivations

To enable BLE to WiFi communication that is concurrent with B2B and W2W communications, there are two underlying challenges: i) BLE and WiFi have totally different physical layers (e.g., modulation schemes and bandwidth); and ii) BLE has to strictly follow the rules of FCC [2] to conduct frequency hopping over different channels with equal probability without repeating within 24 hours. Therefore, it is extremely difficult for the devices to communicate with each other while following WiFi and BLE standards. We have conducted extensive experiments and observed the following phenomena, which motivates the design of the modulation.

Observation 1: The time duration of a normal WiFi packet is shorter than a BLE packet and WiFi’s bandwidth is much larger than BLE. Therefore, multiple WiFi packets will collide with a single BLE packet.

Observation 2: Using CSI, a WiFi device can detect the fluctuation of a BLE’s transmission power.

3.1.2 DAFSK Converter

Based on the above observations, it is possible that the WiFi device can detect the $M_{B2W}$ message from BLE by monitoring changes of BLE’s transmission power levels. Ideally, there are another two variables on the BLE side that we can utilize for modulation: packet length and packet interval. However, these two variables are not feasible, because according to the FCC regulatory specification of BLE, the period between two BLE transmissions is fixed to be 625$\mu$s [2]. So the only variable we can use for transmitting the message $M_{B2W}$ is BLE’s transmission power levels ($\{P_{tx,min}, \ldots, P_{tx,max}\}$).

Normally, BLE devices have eight to thirty-two levels of transmission power (e.g., the BLE radio CC2650 [3] from TI has thirteen transmission power levels). To improve the throughput, a naive modulation scheme is utilizing every transmission power level to indicate one state, which is represented by a sequence of bits. For example, a radio with eight power levels can use one power level to indicates three bits. The lowest transmission power level indicates “000”, while the highest power level indicates “111”.

However, there are two challenges. The first challenge is that transmission power can be attenuated and interfered with by other noise sources. The WiFi receiver may not be able to detect every transmission power level of the BLE devices. In other words, directly modulating based on transmission power levels will yield extremely high Bit Error Rate (BER) in dynamically changing environments. Therefore, Pulse-Amplitude Modulation (PAM) or Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK) is not the best option. The second challenge is that BLE devices normally have limited computation and energy resources. It is very challenging to conduct complicated modulation schemes at the BLE device side. To address these challenges and enable the reliable communication between BLE and WiFi under dynamically changing environments, we design the discrete amplitude and frequency-shift keying (DAFSK) converter to convert the data stream.
from the upper layer of the BLE device into symbols that can be i) embedded into the regular BLE packets; and ii) accurately demodulated at the WiFi receiver side.

With multiple transmission power levels provided by the BLE radio, the basic idea of DAFSK is to form a basic sine wave by directly adjusting the adjacent BLE packets’ transmission power levels. To provide the reliable B2W communication, we use the technique similar to Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) by changing the frequency of the sine wave so that the data stream in the $M_{B2W}$ message can be represented by the changes of the frequency. As shown in Figure 5, each discrete point on the sine wave is corresponding to the transmission power of a BLE packet. We can change the frequency of two discrete sine waves by changing their time duration. For example, we use a single sine wave with the total duration of 8 BLE packets and 4 BLE packets to represent bits “0” and “1”, respectively. Therefore, the data stream “0011” from $M_{B2W}$ message can be represented by a discrete sine wave with four symbols (shown in Figure 5).

### 3.1.3 Symbol Mapper

Based on the output symbols from the DAFSK converter, we can transmit two pieces of messages: i) the $M_{B2W}$ is embedded into the regular B2B packets by setting the transmission power levels of every BLE packet and ii) the original $M_{B2W}$ message is still transmitted by using tranditional BLE packets. However, the frequency hopping mechanism of BLE devices introduces a major design challenge.

Frequency hopping is an interference avoidance mechanism adopted by BLE devices that periodically jump from one channel to another channel with fixed time interval 625 µs. At the beginning of each time slot, the BLE device quickly jumps to a new channel and immediately sends out a packet. Based on the FCC regulatory specifications [2], the hopping sequence should be pseudo-random and must not repeat within 24 hours. Therefore, the challenge is how to make sure that the WiFi device can correctly receive the $M_{B2W}$ message without knowing the BLE device’s randomized hopping sequences.

To address this challenge, we introduce the symbol mapper, which contains the following two steps:

**Step 1: Serial to Parallel Conversion.** Based on the number of channels that the BLE device will jump, we create the same number of first in first out (FIFO) buffers. Then we sequentially allocate the output symbols from the DAFSK converter into these buffers using serial to parallel conversion. As shown in Figure 6(a), if the BLE device only jumps between two channels, then the first element $P[0]$ is put in FIFO buffer 1 and the second element $P[1]$ is put in FIFO buffer 2.

**Figure 5:** An example of converting “0011” from $M_{B2W}$ message into symbols using the DAFSK converter. Each blue dot represents a BLE transmission power level to be tuned on an outgoing BLE packet.

**Step 2: Mapping Transmission Power Levels to BLE Packets.** When a BLE sender ($S_B$) wants to send out the $M_{B2W}$ message to a BLE receiver ($R_B$), based on the specification, $S$ will conduct frequency hopping and send out the packet at the specific time in the selected channel. To enable the communication between BLE and WiFi (concurrently with B2B), $S$ will be based on the selected channel to pick the first element ($P[i]$) in the corresponding FIFO buffer and tune its transmission power based on the value of $P[i]$. As shown in Figure 6(b), the BLE sender ($S_B$) needs to send a BLE packet to the BLE receiver ($R_B$). At the same time, $S$ wants to communicate with a WiFi receiver ($R_W$). In the first time slot, $S_B$ jumps to channel C2, so $S_B$ will go to buffer 2 to pick the first element (i.e., $P[1]$) and send out the BLE packet with the transmission power level equals to $P[1]$. In the second time slot, $S_B$ jumps to channel C1, so $S_B$ will go to buffer 1 to pick the first element (i.e., $P[0]$) and send out the BLE packet with the transmission power level equals to $P[0]$. By doing this, we do not need to change the hopping sequences of the BLE devices.

As described above, our symbol mapper method can support randomized hopping sequences and can be extended to support any number of BLE channels. Figure 7 illustrates the general architecture of our symbol mapper that can support arbitrary number ($N$) of BLE channels. Based on our observations (described in Section 3.1), during concurrent transmission, multiple WiFi packets will collide with BLE packets and a WiFi receiver can detect the fluctuation of a BLE’s transmission power. Therefore, when a WiFi receiver detects the power level changes in the BLE channel by monitoring CSI, it will use the reverse way to reconstruct the

**Step 2:** Mapping Transmission Power Levels to BLE Packets

**Figure 6:** Example of symbol mapping with 2 BLE Channels

**Figure 7:** A General Architecture of Symbol Mapper
Figure 8: The relationship between a WiFi channel and BLE channels

symbol (detailed in Section 3.2.2).

3.2 CSI Extraction and Demodulation @ WiFi

In this section, we introduce a novel mechanism that allows the WiFi receiver concurrently recover the $M_{2W}$ and $M_{2W}$ messages from the concurrently transmitted BLE and WiFi packets. Specifically, we use the CSI extractor to extract the BLE packet’s power level information, then use the demodulator to extract the $M_{2W}$ message. At the same time, the $M_{2W}$ message is still demodulated by using WiFi demodulator.

3.2.1 CSI Extractor Design

Channel State Information (CSI) is normally used by the WiFi system to measure the channel status from the sender to the receiver. Whenever the WiFi receiver receives a packet, it calculates the CSI values which include the phase and magnitude attenuation caused by environmental changes at the subcarrier level. The CSI values can be accessed from commercially off-the-shelf WiFi cards (e.g., Intel 5300 [15]).

As shown in Figure 8, a typical WiFi channel (20MHz) is much wider than a BLE channel (2MHz). However, the WiFi system with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple (OFDM) divides the 20MHz band into tens of subcarriers (e.g., 52 subcarriers in 802.11a/g/n/ac) and yields an equivalent 312.5KHz bandwith for each subcarrier. The bandwidth of a WiFi subcarrier is several times narrower than one BLE channel. Therefore, BLE packets will affect the CSI values of WiFi subcarriers. In our design, we want to use CSI to identify the BLE packet’s power level. We introduce a novel CSI extractor on the WiFi receiver side to extract the CSI values that are affected by BLE’s transmission. This module is one of the key components to enable 3-way concurrent communication and introducing zero extra traffic to existing WiFi and BLE infrastructures.

As shown in Figure 9(a), two WiFi packets were hit by a BLE packet. Therefore the the CSI values of these two WiFi packets (at time $t[1]$ and $t[2]$) will be affected. In the frequency domain, since one BLE channel is several times wider than the OFDM subcarrier (shown in Figure 8), one BLE channel will affect multiple subcarriers at once. Figure 9(b) shows the matrix of the WiFi receiver’s CSI readings from time $t[0]$ to $t[m]$. In the matrix, the values in each column are the CSI readings at different time, and the values in each line are CSI readings of different subcarriers. For example, the $[CSI_i[m]]$ indicates the CSI reading of $i$-th subcarrier at time $t[m]$. Therefore, the BLE packet only affects the blue colored subcarriers from $i + 1$ to $i + j$ at time $t[1]$ and $t[2]$ (see Figure 9(b)).

Now we introduce how to recover the extract the $M_{2W}$ message from the blue colored CSI readings which contains two parts: i) environmental noise and ii) $M_{2W}$ message. We first take a look at the adjacent CSI values in the matrix. As shown in Figure 9(b), the purple colored neighboring values in frequency domain are not affected by the BLE packet.

Observation 3: In the frequency domain, the neighboring subcarriers (e.g., subcarrier $i$ and $i + 1$) will have very similar CSI readings due to the similar wavelength and multipath effect (see Figure 10).

Based on the above observation, we can extract the information that the BLE packet embedded into the CSI values part. For example, the information that the BLE packet embedded into the blue colored value $[CSI_{i+1}[1]]$ part can be calculated using the following equation:

$$Y_{i+1}[1] = |CSI_{i+1}[1]| - |CSI_{i}[1]|$$

More generically, we can use the following equation:

$$Y_{i+1}[k] = |CSI_{i+1}[k]| - |CSI_{i}[k]|$$

Where $Y_{i+1}[k]$ is just one element of the extracted matrix. We use the same way to get the whole extracted matrix $Y$ which will be used as the input of the demodulator.
As shown in Figure 11(b), the first value be one magnitude value all the blue colored CSI magnitude values are averaged to power level of each BLE packet. As shown in Figure 11(a), magnitude value which is proportional to the transmission from the CSI extractor, we average all the values to be one (impacted by one BLE packet) of the extracted matrix steps:

1. **Symbol Mapper:** The symbol mapper (on BLE device) to deal with the randomly hopping issue and can be extended to support any number of BLE channels. Figure 12 illustrates the general architecture of the symbol reconstructor.

As described above, our symbol reconstructor is symmetric with the symbol mapper (on BLE device) to deal with the randomly hopping issue and can be extended to support any number of BLE channels. Figure 12 illustrates the general architecture of the symbol reconstructor.

After the reconstructor, we have the complete symbol sequence and are able to recover the discrete sine wave by the inverse DAFSK converter. Then we can demodulate and obtain the data stream by measuring the frequency changing of the discrete sine wave which is just the inverse way of modulation (in Section 3.1.2).

### 3.3 Communication Establishment

In this section, we investigate the following questions: i) how does the WiFi receiver know the transmission of the $M_{B2W}$ message from BLE device is about to start; and ii) how does the WiFi receiver differentiate the $M_{B2W}$ message from normal BLE transmissions.

The BLE device takes the charge to initialize the communication. At the beginning, the BLE device sends a preamble that traverses all the transmission power levels (as a cosine wave) starting and ending with the maximum value $P_{tx,max}$ in order to inform the WiFi receiver.

Firstly, because the $P_{tx,max}$ has the most significant impact on the CSI values, the CSI extractor on the WiFi receiver (in Section 3.2.1) can immediately discover the BLE’s transmission by performing a real-time calculation deriving from Equation 2. When the CSI extractor is in discover mode, we eliminate the component on from neighboring subcarriers because we do not know which subcarrier will be affected by BLE. And we apply it across all the subcarriers, the Equation 2 becomes to:

$$\bar{D}[m] = ||C\bar{S}I[m]|| - ||C\bar{S}I[m - 1]||$$

Where $||C\bar{S}I[m]||$ (e.g., the second column in Figure 9(b)) is the magnitude of CSI values from all subcarriers at time $t[m]$, $||C\bar{S}I[m - 1]||$ (e.g., the first column in Figure 9(b)) is the previous values and $\bar{D}[m]$ is the difference. By tracking the $\bar{D}[m]$, if it is dramatically changed in a short time period, that means a BLE packet exists (e.g., the blue colored elements in Figure 9(b)).

Secondly, by continuously tracking the values in $\bar{D}[m]$ where $m \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}$, if the preset cosine wave pattern is observed (as sent on the BLE device), the WiFi receiver is able to differentiate the $M_{B2W}$ message and normal BLE packets. This is because normal BLE packets will not continuously change their transmission power levels.

### 4. N-WAY CONCURRENT COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Building on top of the 3-way concurrent communication system described above, we generalize it to $N$-way concur-
current communication. This scheme enables multiple BLE and WiFi devices concurrently communicate. We first introduce how to enable one BLE network communicate to multiple WiFi device pairs (One-to-Many) in Section 4.1, then describe how to enable multiple BLE networks communicate to multiple WiFi device pairs (Many-to-Many) in Section 4.2. Figure 13 shows these two scenarios. Here, we use BLE networks instead of BLE node pairs. This is because one BLE master node can be connected to multiple BLE slave nodes to form a Piconet. The smallest BLE network is one BLE node pair, which includes one master node and one slave node.

4.1 One-to-Many

It is relatively easy to enable the concurrent communication between one BLE network and multiple WiFi device pairs. This is because the number of BLE channels can be up to 40 and each channel is 2 MHz. Therefore, the aggregated bandwidth of BLE can be up to $40 \times 2 \text{ MHz} = 80 \text{ MHz}$, which is much larger than WiFi’s bandwidth. For example, the bandwidth of 802.11n is 20 MHz. Therefore, it is possible for the BLE device to i) adjust the number of channels to hop; and ii) embed different $M_{2W}$ messages to different WiFi channels. Thus $M_{2W}$ enabling concurrent communication between one BLE network and multiple WiFi device pairs. For example, Figure 14 shows some of the BLE channels are overlapped with WiFi channels 1, 6, and 11. The BLE device can concurrently embed 3 different pieces of $M_{2W}$ messages in WiFi channels 1 (i.e., BLE channels 0-8), 6 (i.e., BLE channels 11-20), and 11 (i.e., BLE channels 24-32), respectively.

At the WiFi receivers’ side, since they are allocated on different channels, they can receive the different $M_{2W}$ messages from BLE by capturing the CSI values on their own channels (as introduced in Section 3.2). Therefore, there is no additional control needed on the WiFi side to enable one-to-many communication.

4.2 Many-to-Many

Ideally it should be easy to extend the one-to-many concurrent communication so that it can support many-to-many concurrent communication. However, the main challenge is how to recognize the sender of the BLE packets at the WiFi receivers’ side. This is because of the following reasons: i) there is no explicit control message between BLE devices and WiFi devices because BLE and WiFi have totally different physical layer; ii) A WiFi receiver can not based on the hopping sequence to identify BLE devices because the hopping sequence of the BLE devices is random and will not repeat within approximately 24 hours; iii) in order to convey 1 bit information from a BLE device to a WiFi device, the BLE device needs to jump over multiple channels. Therefore, the BLE device can not put its node id or MAC address into the $M_{2W}$ message.

To address this challenge, we propose a simple solution that leverages the following unique features of the BLE networks [2]: i) to avoid the collision, different groups of BLE networks will have different hopping sequences and are not synchronized; and ii) the time duration for every frequency hopping is 625 $\mu$s and the transmission will start at the beginning of every frequency hopping. Therefore, the probability is extremely low when two different BLE networks start the transmission at exactly the same time in exactly the same channel.

Based on the above unique features, the WiFi devices can easily identify the BLE senders based on their unique starting time of each transmission. For the sake of clarity, let us consider the simplified scenario that contains two BLE networks ($N_1$ and $N_2$) and a WiFi receiver (shown in Figure 15). At time $T_1$, the WiFi receiver discovers the packet $N_1[1]$ from $N_1$ in channel C0. Then at time $T_2$, the WiFi receiver discovers the packet $N_2[1]$ from $N_2$ on channel C1. Since the two packets are in different BLE channel, they are distinguishable. After the first transmissions, both of the two BLE networks will jump to different channels. Based on the BLE specification, $N_1$ and $N_2$ will send their second packets exactly at $T_1 + 625\mu$s and $T_2 + 625\mu$s, respectively. Therefore, the WiFi receiver can identify them even though it does not know the hopping sequences of $N_1$ and $N_2$.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented a complete N-way $B^2W^2$ prototype using a National Instruments (NI) RF testbed and multiple Texas Instruments (TI) CC2650 BLE devices [3]. The modulation scheme we evaluated is DAFSK (shown in Figure 26(b)) as we described in Section 3.1. To compare with DAFSK modulation scheme, we also implemented PAM because the performance of PAM is approaching the theoretical limit in Faraday cage.

- Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM): PAM transmits data by changing amplitudes in sequence of pulses.
BLE devices in both LoS and NLoS scenarios. We performed concurrent transmission with up to 5 pairs of the performance and capacity of respectively, and measured the performance. Also deployed WiFi and BLE devices at 3, 5, and 7 meters, in adjacent separate rooms as shown in Figure 16(b). We deployed the BLE and WiFi devices of 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10, 12.5 meters, respectively.

Four scenarios have been conducted to evaluate the performance of our system.

- **Faraday cage**: To test the throughput and BER of our system in an ideal scenario, we utilized a Faraday cage, which can attenuate 90 dBm of the environmental interference.
- **LoS**: The BLE and WiFi devices have the Line-of-Sight paths. To achieve this, we deployed them in the same room as shown in Figure 16(a). We also test the performance of B2W communication at a distance (the WiFi Sender and BLE devices) of 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10, 12.5 meters, respectively.
- **NLoS**: The BLE and WiFi devices do not have the Line-of-Sight paths. We deployed the BLE and WiFi devices in adjacent separate rooms as shown in Figure 16(b). We also deployed WiFi and BLE devices at 3, 5, and 7 meters, respectively, and measured the performance.
- **Multiple BLEs to WiFi communications**: To test the performance and capacity of N-way (n > 3) $B^2W^2$, we performed concurrent transmission with up to 5 pairs of BLE devices in both LoS and NLoS scenarios.

We measured the throughput and BER for DAFSK and PAM, respectively, in the above four scenarios.

### 5.1 Experiment Setup

Our experiment used a NI RF testbed and Texas Instruments (TI) CC2650 BLE device [3] as shown in Figure 17. Figure 17(a) shows the NI RF testbed which consists of signal digitizer (PXIe-5622), signal generator (PXIe-5652), down-converter (PXIe-5601), and up-converter (PXIe-5450). Figure 17(b) shows the CC2650 BLE devices and WiFi antennas in the Faraday cage. We use one pair of CC2650 BLE device to test our original 3-way $B^2W^2$ system and up to 5 pairs to test the N-way concurrent communications.

CC2650 BLE devices send packets to both the WiFi and BLE receivers concurrently. The BLE device conveys information to WiFi receiver by changing the transmission power levels of traditional BLE packets. To embed different information into WiFi packets, we modulated arbitrary bits with DAFSK and PAM schemes. The carriers for DAFSK were proportional to the transmission period of CC2650 BLE device such that the entire symbol could be sent in one second. Our transmitters fractionally re-sample the transmission rate and scaled to number of available power levels of CC2650 BLE devices.

To test the performance limit of N-way concurrent communication system, we utilized a Ramsey Faraday cage to remove environmental noise. To test the performance with the various communication ranges in real world, we placed the CC2650 BLE device on a rolling chair at a 40cm height. We then changed the communication range between BLE pairs and WiFi receiver by moving the chair. Focusing on the performance of B2W communications, we fixed the distance between WiFi sender and receiver, and BLE sender and receiver. For each BER or throughput data point, we processed about 5 million WiFi data packets then calculate the average.

### 5.2 B2W: Throughput and BER

We evaluated the BLE to WiFi communication in a Faraday cage which provides the control of environmental interferences. Then we conduct the indoor experiments both in LoS and NLoS with different distances. We implemented our DAFSK modulation and PAM modulation. The throughput and BER in LoS and NLoS scenarios are shown as Figure 18, and Figure 19.

We noticed that the BER of PAM increased exponentially, but it provided 4 times more throughput. This throughput is based on the number of available power states from the BLE devices. As distance increases, the loss of sampling fidelity increases the uncertainty of the transmitted bits causing the BER to increase exponentially.

We noticed that DAFSK error rate is more linear at close distances. However, once we exceed the tolerable distance at about 10 meters, the decrease is exponential. The ability to have a higher noise tolerance is due to the fact of time based integration used in demodulation algorithms. By summing over the higher symbol duration, we achieved higher noise tolerance. Figure 18(a) shows that the PAM modulation could achieve a high throughput within 5m. However, our DAFSK scheme has a relative higher throughput at 950 bps, 855 bps, and 57 bps than PAM when the distance increased to 5m, 10m, and 12.5m, respectively. The NLoS results are shown in Figure 18(b). Due to the power attenuation and multipath effect, the throughput in LoS scenarios is up to
Figure 18: The throughput of BLE to WiFi devices communications in both LoS and NLoS scenarios shows that at close ranges, PAM performance is better than DAFSK. DAFSK maintains throughput better at longer distances.

Figure 19: The BER of BLE to WiFi devices communications shows that DAFSK resulted in fewer errors than PAM in both LoS and NLoS scenarios. While PAM has higher throughput, it is more prone to errors in noisy environments.

Figure 20: Compared with FreeBee under the same setting, our $B^2W^2$ has more than 182X or 85X throughput improvement by using PAM or DAFSK, respectively.

Figure 21: BER decrease sharply as distance increase between BLE and WiFi devices. As distance increase, WiFi transmitting power decrease. The result shows the BLE pairs can perform transmission when RSSI lower than -19 dBm. In order to improve the throughput and minimize the BER, we demonstrate a simple WiFi interference cancellation scheme. We mixed an inverse WiFi beacon prior to BLR signal reception. Our reasoning is that standard WiFi beacons are known, and thus its phase inverse can be added during instances of interference. The BLE BER improves by 20% (Figure 23) with WiFi beacon cancellation.

5.3 W2W: Impact of BLE Distance
We discuss the impact of BLE on W2W transmission in this section. Figure 21 shows the BER decrease sharply as distance increase between BLE and WiFi devices. As distance increase, the impact of BLE is lower. However, the BER could be further reduce by a equalization scheme (specified in Section 5.6). The experiment results show that the BER was decrease 50% after the equalization. Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b) show that the efficiency of our equalization method works in both LoS and NLoS scenarios with different distance.

5.4 B2B: Impact of WiFi Power Levels
For BLE to BLE communication, the WiFi interference must be at sufficient low levels. To measure this threshold, we experimented with different received power levels of the WiFi sender, while measuring the performance of the BLE to BLE communications. Figure 23 shows the throughput and BER of BLE to BLE link with varying received power level of WiFi signals.

We use the BLE device to measure the RSSI at different distances (from WiFi sender). As distance increase, WiFi transmitting power decrease. The result shows the BLE pairs can perform transmission when RSSI lower than -19 dBm. In order to improve the throughput and minimize the BER, we demonstrate a simple WiFi interference cancellation scheme. We mixed an inverse WiFi beacon prior to BLR signal reception. Our reasoning is that standard WiFi beacons are known, and thus its phase inverse can be added during instances of interference. The BLE BER improves by 20% (Figure 23) with WiFi beacon cancellation.

5.5 Aggregated Throughput
This section investigates the aggregated throughput of multiple pairs of BLE to WiFi devices communications. We demonstrate empirical transmission of 2, 3, 4 and 5 pairs of BLE devices. The throughput increases almost linearly with the increase of the BLE pairs in LoS (Figure 22) as well as NLoS (Figure 24). This is because the scalability of BLE pairs is still far away from the upper bound.

$N$-way concurrent communications depend on the random hopping sequences and asynchronous transmitting among pairs discussed in Section 4.2. We also simulated an analysis on the upper bound of scalability of our $N$-way communication system in Section 6.
Figure 21: The BER of WiFi to WiFi communications with Bluetooth interference show that the shorter the distance between WiFi and BLE, the higher the BER. We demonstrate by our equalization and BLE cancellation scheme decreases BER by 50% in both LoS and NLoS scenarios.

Figure 22: Throughput of up to five pairs of BLE device in LoS scenario.

Figure 23: The throughput and BER of BLE to BLE communication show that we are able to cancel out the known WiFi beacons by using a inverted WiFi beacon phase.

5.6 Equalization

As stated in Section 5.3, the BER of W2W increases because of the presence of BLE transmission. However, because the modulation of BLE (Gaussian frequency shift keying) is consistent on amplitude, we can multiply an inverse phased BLE signal. After the multiplication, we use the correlation between neighboring CSI value to compensate the change in vector distance. Using the correction information on the affected carriers, we could decrease BER which is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 25(a) shows that some of the symbols are interfered by BLE signals. By performing the equalization scheme, Figure 25(b) demonstrates that we can correct the BLE interference when only one pair of BLE presents; while Figure 25(c) demonstrates that we also can correct the interference with five pairs of BLE. This scheme decreases BER by about 50%.

5.7 Insight Analysis

Based on the experimental data, we analyze the characteristics of the two modulation schemes (PAM and DAFSK) and discuss the impact to traditional WiFi and BLE networks.

For the two modulation schemes, we can conclude that:

- PAM provided the highest throughput if there was no interference because PAM has higher spectrum efficiency than DAFSK. For example, the constellation diagram in Figure 26(a) shows eight states in one symbol (each symbol is corresponding to one BLE packet). However, the performance of PAM reduces sharply in the real world because PAM is highly noise-interference sensitive.

- DAFSK was more robust in long distance communication because DAFSK utilizes discrete sine waves to represent bits (as introduced in Section 3.1.2) which is noise immune. For example, as shown in Figure 26(b), four sine waves with different periods are used to transmit two bits information.

Our equalization and noise cancellation scheme leveraged known Bluetooth GFSK interference signals. The scheme reduced BER for WiFi to WiFi communication by about one half. We note that the bit errors were not just caused by Bluetooth but by multipath, Doppler Effect, but other environmental interferences as well, which are corrected by the other equalization schemes. To cancel out WiFi interference that is received by Bluetooth devices, we produce an inverted phase WiFi beacon. Because of the limited amount of beacons, the WiFi signal cancellation only decreases BER by 20%.

6. LARGE-SCALE SIMULATION EVALUATION

In order to better understand the performance of our N-way concurrent communication system $B^2W^2$ in large-scale scenario, we conducted extensive simulations and show the results in this section.

6.1 Simulation Settings

We simulate the coexistence of multiple pairs of BLE devices and WiFi Receivers. In the simulator, the BLE devices inherited the frequency hopping feature (i.e., randomly hopping among BLE Channels 0-36). The WiFi devices occupy
Figure 24: Throughput of up to five pairs of BLE device in NLoS scenario.

Figure 25: These diagrams show the ability to sense interfered carriers and how the equalization scheme works. The red points in the constellation diagram are interfered carriers. The red colored spectrum demonstrate the effectiveness of the equalization and noise cancelling scheme while the black colored spectrum is the interfered spectrum.

Figure 26: Two modulations produced by BLE and sensed by WiFi using CSI values. By varying the transmission power levels of BLE packets, BLE packets can carry information that can be sensed by WiFi.

6.2 Simulation Results
In this section, we conclude the simulation results from three aspects: i) the aggregated throughput affected by the increasing number of BLE devices; ii) the impact on aggregated throughput of BLE payload length; and iii) the capacity of N-way concurrent communication system under different parameters.

Figure 27 shows that when the number of WiFi receivers increased, the aggregated throughput improved almost linearly. This is reasonable since the aggregated WiFi bandwidth is almost trebled as shown in Figure 14.

The payload length does not impact the aggregated throughput significantly when the number of BLE pairs is less than 8. This is because that the frequency hopping scheme yields a low collision possibility when the number of BLE pair is small. The growing trend of throughput decreases with the pair number range from 10 to 22. After the number reaches 22, the collision occurs frequently which causes the throughput begin to drop. Because the collision possibility of small payload length is less than large payload length, and in our $B^2W^2$ system, each BLE packet only carries one symbol which will not affect by the payload length, so the aggregated throughput increases. However, with the reduced payload, one tradeoff is the synchronization on the WiFi side should be more accurate since the small packet is hard to capture.

Based on the simulation results, we draw the following conclusion: the maximum throughput of N-way concurrent communication occurs when there are 22 pairs of BLE device with a payload of 17 Byte and three WiFi receivers.

7. RELATED WORK
The related work can be divided into three categories: single-technology, hybrid-technology, and cross-technology communications.

7.1 Single-Technology Communication
Within this category, the most related technologies are Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), and WiFi. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping to avoid the collision. It
has been widely deployed in smartphones, laptops and sensor nodes [31, 23, 49, 37] to support some IoT applications such as localization [14], health assisting [47], and social sensing [11]. **BLE** is intended to reduce power consumption while maintaining a similar communication range as the classical Bluetooth, which makes BLE particularly suitable for energy-sensitive IoT applications, such as human behavior sampling [47], wearable devices [4, 38], localization [24], and low-energy devices [9]. However, as researchers pointed out that BLE-based IoT devices have a gateway problem [48], which is one of the motivations for us to conduct this project that can minimize the impact of the gateway problem on BLE devices. **WiFi** has been widely deployed and allows electronic devices (including IoT devices [32]) connect to a wireless local area network. It supports the applications such as tracking [30, 33], remote monitoring and surveillance [19, 8]. The channel state information (CSI) of WiFi has been used for evaluating and analyzing communication channels [12, 39, 6] and also utilized for many applications such as activity recognition [42].

Build on top of the above communication technologies, researchers have investigated various routing metrics [43] and protocols for load balancing [44], enhancing network reliability [5], strengthening network security [45], achieving faster routing with lower cost [35, 7], reducing energy consumption [16, 41] and other resources in the network [29, 40]. Different from the above approaches, our design enables **concurrent** cross-technology communication.

**7.2 Hybrid-Technology Communication**

In this category, at least two communication technologies are combined together for better performance. For example, researchers investigated how to utilize heterogeneous radios for higher throughput and lower end-to-end delay in [17, 18]. Howies [51] uses a ZigBee to wakeup the WiFi radio to save energy in mobile devices. Backscatter techniques [28, 34, 27] have recently revolutionized the wireless communication. The device harvests the energy from RF signal and embeds the message into the reflected RF signal. Wi-Fi Backscatter [20] can harvest energy from WiFi and reuse existing WiFi infrastructure to provide internet connectivity to RF-powered devices. Passive Wi-Fi [21] can significantly improve the data rate and distance by introducing a plugged-in device.

Different from the above approaches in this category, the main design goal of our approach is to enable the **concurrent** communications of multiple IoT devices without introducing extra hardware and traffic.

**7.3 Cross-Technology Communication**

Instead of mitigating the interference [25], researchers proposed to leverage the coexistence feature of multiple communication technologies under the same frequency for cross-technology communication [10, 50, 22]. Received Signal Strength (RSS) has been used for cross-technology communication. RSS is an important indicator of communication ambient and has been widely applied to fields such as bearing estimation [13], monitoring network devices [26], and improving MAC layer design [36]. In Esense [10], GSense [50] and FreeBee [22], researchers use RSS to measure the WiFi signal so that it enables the communication between WiFi and ZigBee devices. Using FreeBee, the BLE to WiFi communication’s throughput is 17 bps (based on Figure 17 in [22]). To solve the IoT devices’ gateway problem [48], researchers developed crosstalk based primitive to enable communication between WiFi devices and IEEE 802.15.4 devices and achieved a data rate of 2 bytes per second [46].

Different from the above approaches, our design enables multiple BLE devices **concurrently** communicate different pieces of information with multiple WiFi devices and achieve orders of magnitude higher throughput for individual node pairs than existing approaches.

**8. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we introduce an **N-way concurrent** communication framework ($B^2W^2$), which can concurrently conduct three different types of communications among multiple IoT devices equipped with WiFi or BLE. To put it in a nutshell, $B^2W^2$ enables the high throughput and long distance concurrent N-way cross-technology communication by leveraging channel state information (CSI). Our design is possible to provide another gateway for the BLE-based IoT devices. We investigated a significant amount of effort to evaluate our design under one ideal setting and three different real-world settings. Our empirical results demonstrate that we can achieve more than 85X times higher throughput compared with the most recently reported cross-technology protocol (i.e., FreeBee [22]).

**N-way concurrent** communication opens a new door to more efficiently utilize the spectrum under pressure of the exponentially increasing number of IoT devices and the huge amount of data generated by these devices.
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**Figure 27:** The throughput with different number of BLE senders and WiFi receivers.
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